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STATEMENT BY SIR KEITH MURDOCH

Following is a statement by Sir Keith Murdoch, publisher and managing director

of The Herald, Melbourne, Australia, and other newspapers, at a Press Conference today.

Sir Keith, who was Director-General of Information in Australia, is in London at the

invitation of the United Kingdom Government.

Sir Keith is a Director of Australian Associated Press, and Chairman of Directors

of Australian Newsprint Mills. Development of an Australian newsprint industry was

due largely to his efforts. He was a war correspondent with the Australian Forces

during World War 1, and was at Gallipoli with the Anzacs.

Australian arms production has brought an industrial revolution in 13 months.

The collapse of France meant not only a heavy blow to our sea security; but a call

for rifles, munitions, and all sorts of war material to be sent to Britain herself,

He were thrown entirely on our own resources, and being largely a primary industry

country, the story we have to tell is extraordinary. There were 3,000 people in

munitions work then; now there are 200,000. Small arms munitions output is very

great. We are making Bren guns, trench mortars, 3.7 inch AA guns, anti-tank guns,

howitzers, 25-pound field, guns, vast numbers of shells, ordnance stores, and even

optical munitions.

Although we have never made a motor car, we have made hundreds of good all

purpose aeroplanes, including their engines. We are producing torpedo bombers,
Bren gun carriers and are starting on tanks. Even the textile industry has been

greatly expanded to take care of Indian, Malayan, Dutch East Indian, and our own

service needs - all sorts of munition textiles, from silk for parachutes to a fine

Australian wool barathea to replace silk barathea, and canvas from Australian grown

flax. Many of these outputs are new to us. We are supplying India alone with

2,500,000 pairs of boots. All this has meant a tremendous production of machine

tools and machines. A British Ministry of Supply Mission described our munitions

effort as astonishing, and recommended less overtime work.

We have launched many corvettes, scone destroyers, and we are trying to make

sixty 9,000 ton steamships at a rate of twelve a year. This has required the

assembling of marine engines and parts built in workshops throughout Australia and

two entirely new industries for the making of marine compasses and chain cable. We

have made mine-sweepers, sloops and many small craft. All this is based upon the

Newcastle Steel Works which have been developing rapidly over the last few years,

and are now the greatest in the Empire.

When written in detail, the story of Australia’s munitions effort will make a

strange chapter. The productive capacity of the country has been linked up largely

on the American model with every workshop allotted what jobs it can do and co-

ordinating contractors assembling the machines. Profits are rigidly controlled.

We have built huge factories. One at Adelaide covers 300 acres and cost

$20 ,000,000. It is for explosives alone.

/politically



Politically, we have had some squabbling about place and power, and one of the

parties has denied us what, according to a Gallup poll taken by the newspapers with

which I am associated, 80% of the people earnestly desired - a national government.
But there is no doubt about the complete determination of all classes of people,
and all parties and politicians to support Britain and defeat our enemies. Sacrifices

are being nobly accepted. The country desires only one thing - total war until

victor y.

Internally, apart from control of inflation by heavy taxation, a Central Bank

authority over private banks, wage fixing by courts and price fixing by a

Government Commissioner, the most interesting development has been the success of

our price control. This is operated by an economist well known in this country.
Dr. Douglas B. Copland, who has complete power. After two years of war, the price
of food and groceries has gone up only 4%, and the cost of living figure, only 9%.
Dr. Copland strongly enforces his orders; but the spirit of the country is

such that
many industries which are not brought under him seek his advice before

making any price change. The merchants and employers of Australia in the main,
show no wish for increased profits. Taxation is now, on business and higher incomes.

above the British limits.

Australia is co-ordinating her full resources and manpower for total war.

She has more than half a million men under arms and 200,000 men and women directly
or indirectly engaged in war industries. Those numbers will increase as arms and

new plants become available. Her people are united in the effort.

In the air we are making a heavy contribution of our very best - our youngest

fighting men. This is a vast effort, and proper understanding of the British

Empire’s huge recruitment of gallant youth for the Empire Forces is necessary

before the offensive strength of the future can be appreciated. Australia has

already tons of thousands of air crow personnel in training, and the ground staffs

being brought together number much more than 100,000.

Our policy is that our men should fight in Australian squadrons, Australian

divisions, and Australian naval formations. Already we hove many fighter squadrons

operating overseas, flying Spitfires, Hurricanes, Tomahawks, and Buffaloes, and many

light, medium and heavy bomber squadrons and army co-operating aircraft.

He have a permanent Sunderland reconnaisance squadron in England, while in

Australia we maintain reconnaisance aircraft over our 13,000 miles coastline,

escorting convoys and watching for enemy submarines, surface raiders, and mine-

layers.

A strong screen of defence and reconnaissance air bases has been established

throughout Australia as a buffer against invasion. It ensures that the enemy

must face battle with the Royal Australian Air Force hundreds of miles out at

sea. We have the best British radio devices, and many useful American planes.

An interesting development has been the call to youths of 16 to become

trained in an Air Training Corps. He are giving them instruction in mathematics,

navigation, morse code, aircraft identification and administration. Some will

become flight mechanics, instrument repairers, and so forth. They will be ready

by the age of 18.

Women are not yet taking the part in Australia that they are in Britain;

but we have a women’s auxiliary for army and air force, and for the navy. They

are storekeepers, tailoresses, clerks, pay clerks, automobile drivers, cooks,

mess-women, mess stewards, and office orderlies. They do the teleprinting,

telephoning, and fabric work. They get free, uniforms, quarters, board, and

medical treatment, and a few shillings a day.
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